Taurus fan wiring
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browser. Taurus fan wiring and wire questions. Thread starter slickrock Start date Oct 13,
Watchers 6. I did a quick search but I didn't find what I am looking for. I have a Taurus fan to
install. It has 3 wires coming off of it then the colored wires have 2 wires coming off of each.
Ground is black Questions: Which color is for high and which for low? Question: I only have
one speed working when I tested it with a battery. I heard that to get it to run at full speed, it has
to be wired where the wires are wired together. This doesn't make sense to me. I would assume
that a person would connect one wire you get one speed and disconnect. Connect the other
wire and you get another speed. If they are wired together, wouldn't it bun out the fan? Mine is
wired with a switch to run low speed all the time. If I need a little more cooling I flip it to high.
What are the wire colors? Mine is covered in a big loom but if I remember correctly the brown?
Either way it makes sense that the larger gauge should be high. EDIT: Reread your thread and it
sounds like you have ground plus 2 larger gauge leading to a total of 4 besides ground? I would
just use the 3 large wires. Last edited: Oct 13, What kind of switch are you using? Does it have 2
positions like a wiper switch? So after doing more research, it appears that the fan wiring would
have the low speed going when the high speed kicks in? The low speed doesn't actually
disconnect. So for high speed to work, the low speed has to be running correct? I'm no wiring
expert but they should be seperate. When I checked my fan prior to install I grounded the black
wire and then connected one wire low to the battery and it came on. Next I disconnected the low
wire after testing. Then I connected the other larger wire high with the low wire disconnected
and the high speed came on. Should be seperate with power going to either wire but not both. I
saw those. Well maybe one of my speeds ins't working. On the Tarus fan, what color wire is for
high and what color low? Joined Oct 11, Messages 3 Location chesapeake, va. I used one of
these fans on my broncoII project if you leave the low speed on when the hi speed kicks in high
speed is not that high if you turn off the low speed and then turn on the highspeed it will be
faster. PM camcruiser, he is the Taurus dude Thanks for all the help. I am getting ready for Surf
n Turf and don't have time to put in a temp sender for the fan right now so I am going to temp. I
also had to get another fan since the low did not work on the origional. Does this wiring look
correct? Last edited: Oct 16, Joined Jan 29, Messages 2, You will need to run a 70 amp relay for
the high. If you dont you will burn somthing up. Thanks Casy! You still running this set-up aren't
you? Mace rock scientist.. Staff member. Just out of curiosity? I myself is planning on doing
this install, i have a SBC with a SI alternator which is probably rated at 30 amps. Will i need a
high output alternator Thanks. Joined Aug 26, Messages 1, The part numbers I could find are:
Temp switchs are Horton F and both ebay finds, 2 ea Bosch 75 A motor relays ebay again I run a
F thermostat and OE radiator with mild sbc. I recall there was some rule of thumb about the
lowest temp switch had to be around 15 to 20 F above the thermostat. You must use the Bosch
or Tyco motor relays, the inductive load of the fan motor will destroy a regular relay contact.
The Horton temps switches are heavy duty like used for fan switches in the big diesel trucks
and are very reliable, never use the micky mouse little things they sell at autozone. Mount the
low temp switch in the intake manifold and the high temp switch in the block under the exhaust
manifold. The small relay only is used to pick up the other 75A motor relay for the high speed.
The key is the high speed only kicks in if the low speed is not enough so you are not starting
the high speed fan from 0 where it draws all the current. JBi said:. I don't remember ever
hearing that when I was researching the wiring of mine. I wondered why I kept blowing out the
40amp relay from KC. Where do you get a 70amp relay reasonably? I look into the DC control
system occasionally but don't have the money to drop on it. You must log in or register to reply
here. Similar threads. Rear License Plate Wiring help. Replies 9 Views Jan 25, samatulich.
Blower Motor Wiring. Replies 3 Views Jan 21, danrbrown. Replies 7 Views Feb 4, Engineer Early
Fan Shroud Pics? Replies 0 Views Jan 28, Oakley Replies 8 Views Jun 20, tlovvorn. Users who
are viewing this thread. Log in Your username or email address. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Top Bottom. Discussion in ' Electrical Systems ' started by dale68z , Aug 7, Aug 7, 1. Messages:
1, Likes Received: Aug 24, 2. Messages: 5, Likes Received: 1, Last edited: Aug 24, Aug 28, 3.
Messages: 2, Likes Received: Those bosch relays prolly wont handle the Taurus fan amp load.
Aug 28, 4. Aug 29, 5. Volvo relay!! Last edited: Aug 29, Aug 29, 6. Clay, Do you have your bosch
relay labeled correctly? It looks like the pin 's need to be rotated 1 position counter clockwise. If

wired as shown, when the relay turns on your ign power would be switched shorted to ground.
Aug 30, 7. Sep 3, 8. Sep 4, 9. Sep 5, Messages: Likes Received: 9. That is similar to mine but I
also trigger the high speed from an AC request relay for people running AC-this way the fan
goes to high speed when the AC is turned on. The BMW switch connector and leads I also keep
in stock. Last edited: Sep 10, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? I put the adj. The high
speed temp switch I mounted where one of the heater hoses went. The 12V switched control
circuit can be connected to any live connection with ignition on. The control circuit shown is as
follows When the temp. When the temp falls below the high speed swich figure the AUX relay
will switch back to the low speed relay. Therfore low and high speeds will never be on at the
same time and you will have the following conditions This set-up has worked great since
installation of it and I fought heat problems for a year because of my blower set-up before this
change and NO in dash switches If I ever get an the engine bay harness back in my Z I'll have to
look this post up to rewire my "high only" circuit. It should just bypass the thermo switches.
Thanks for sharing!! I'm a stone's throw down the fwy in Vallejo. You should bring your hybrid
by sometime, and give me your assessment of my project still on the rotisserie after a year!!
The "auxilliary relay" the third one, so to speak is functioning as an exclusive OR switch, so that
only one relay high or low speed is energized at one time or neither, but never both. If the
Taurus 2 spd fan uses the same motor as the Mustang GT or so 2 spd fan, like I have, the high
speed pulls about 35 amps, the low speed about 20 amps. I measured this on my setup, with a
fully charged battery, but the engine wasn't ready to run at that time. I used 2 VF4 automotive
relays typical 1" sqaure cube relay that you see everywhere in 90s cars in parallel for the high
speed function, since they are really rated at amps depending on the design and model. I did
this because I felt that 35 amps was just a bit much to ask of the relay. The GT mustang uses a
relay that is internal to the fan control unit. Not sure what is in there, but the fuse for the fan is
60amps. I found this 80amp automotive relay that would be a good choice for the high speed
part of the circuit, but it's only SPST. But that's all that's needed for Larry's circuit anyway:.
You'd have to source the socket and terminals for the socket though. I'm guessing that this has
the same terminal configuration as the VF7 relay below, and the sockets terminals would
interchange. You can find the VF7 really pretty easily online, but finding the sockets and crimp
connectors for them is a bit difficult. That'd be another option. They have the specs wrong on
their online catalog. Click the link to the spec sheet to see it's actual specs. If you use the 2
relay configuration, you have all the fan current running through one set of form C contacts and
run the risk of losing both speeds with the failure of one relay. Great point about the two relay
setup - I sat down after seeing this post and saw that you could get away with just two relays if
the one doing the XOR logic and the high speed winding current switching had a SPDT
configuration :. Like onovakind67 pointed out, if the high speed relay Form C fails, and the
terminal 30 to 87a connection is part of the failure then this circuit would totally fail to turn on
the fan in either speed. That's why I used two VF4s in parallel for the high speed function.
Thanks for all the comments on my "crude" drawings and write-up of this set-up. I'm just the
messenger on this as member, onovakind, is the electrical and tuning guru. He has placed very
high in it and won many awards. Keep in mind that I posted this as " one " way to do
non-in-dash switching and would be glad to see other 2-SPEED switching methods of
accomplishing that task The reason for a 2 speed set-up that I have is that the low speed is on
most of the time and motor longevity is greatly increased. AS a side note they hooked up the AC
to trigger the fan and while setting in a race line, turned the ign. Would something like this work
for the high speed relay? It has one of those annoying temp sensors that you insert in between
the radiator fins, but other than that, it is great. It is also adjustable. I hate to bring this down to
such a basic level I have a two speed fan from a '98? I remember Hanns saying he was
wondering if one of these things would cool his twin turbo and then, when he got it going,
saying that it blows like a volcano or something like that and mine certainly doesn't pull THAT
much air. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now
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Larry. I have simuliar diagrams, but this explains it in more detail. DaleMX 0 Posted March 16,
Thanks Larry, I needed that and was going to research it. You saved me some time. Excellent
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